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Tsolmon Ireedui Foundation (“TIF”) is a charity which was created to help
disadvantaged children in Mongolia, with a specific emphasis on children of
very poor families living in the suburbs of Ulaanbaatar, the capital city. TIF is
free of any link to any religion or any political party, and it is a non-profit
organization. The key aims of TIF can be summarized as follows:
1.

TIF built and operates a free kindergarten in the Chingeltei
shantytown (northern suburb of Ulaanbaatar) where people mainly live in
tents and huts. The kindergarten provides free shelter during the day for
disadvantaged children who are usually left alone at home while their
parent (often single mothers) go to work. It is the number one mission of
TIF to keep these children safe and fed, which is a real issue in the winter
with temperatures as low as minus 40 C in the city (Ulaanbaatar is the
coldest capital city in the world).

2.

By keeping the young children at the kindergarten TIF is not only giving an
essential support to them but also giving a chance to the older children to
go back to school instead of looking after their younger siblings. TIF
cooperates with the school of the district to implement this other critical
part of its action, the back to school program.

3.

TIF organizes large distribution of clothes, that are collected from
corporations and individuals. Distributions are made to the families of the
children attending the kindergarten, and more widely to other families in
need in the district.

TIF's Mission

TIF is born in 2010 from our belief that even with limited funds we could have a
positive impact on the lives of disadvantaged children in Mongolia. TIF has now
grown significantly and has helped hundreds of disadvantaged children to stay safe
and taken care of during the harsh winters of Mongolia in Ulaanbaatar's
Chingeltei district. Many children who were school drop-offs are now back into
classrooms.

A Word From
The Founders

Each year comes up with its set of new challenges and 2017 was no exception. The
main issue was that the bike ride fund raising event failed to materialize in June.
Despite other fund raising activities we had to operate TIF during most of the year
with a very limited budget.
All stakeholders, including the staff, the main supporters of the charity both in
Mongolia and overseas, and the board members had to make increased efforts to
keep the kindergarten running without interruption. The conviction that the
kindergarten is an absolute necessity for the children helped to stay focused on
finding solutions each day to manage living on a low budget.

The donations from Linklaters at the end of the year, with a family hike event in Hong
Kong plus a large direct donation in December allowed TIF to end the year on a very
positive note and created a buffer of funds to start 2018 with more confidence.
Drawing lessons from our mistake we also started to prepare the 2018 Bike Ride since
the summer of 2017 to maximize the chances of success of this instrumental event in
the fund raising activity of TIF.
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Today we remain as dedicated as ever to support the disadvantaged children in
Ulaanbaatar who are still numerous.
We express our deep gratitude to all our supporters and to our generous donors who
give TIF the opportunity to bring happiness in many children's lives, and to offer them
the chance to build-up happy childhood memories.

Dolgoon's Story
In 2010 Davaakhuu had 4 children, who were aged 13y, 11y, 6y and 18
months. Her husband died a few years ago from sickness and now she is
alone to raise them. Davaakhuu is very poor. She does not have a stable job
and because the government child welfare contribution is not sufficient to
support her four children (approx. 30 USD per month) she looks for daily
jobs. She is alcoholic and it's a real difficulty for her to face every day's
challenges. Her two oldest sons go to school, but her 6 years old son needs
to stay at home to take care of Dolgoon (the youngest daughter, pictured).
He is too young for this but Davaakhuu has no other choice.
When we arrived at her small house in mid-October on the outskirts
of Ulaanbaatar we found Dolgoon alone. It was minus 6 C outside and the
house had no heating. Her brother was too cold and bored so he went to
stay to his friend's house instead of taking care of his sister. She was tied-up
to the table so that she wouldn't risk going outside. She was only wearing
a light pyjama, lying there alone since morning, freezing, hungry and
thirsty.
Dolgoon was taken to TIF’s kindergarten right away. Dolgoon’s brother was
put back to school thanks to the assistance provided by TIF.
The year after a family from the country side proposed Davaakhuu to
adopt Dolgoon, which is quite common in Mongolia with very poor
families. We see her from time to time and now Dolgoon has grown a lot
and is very happy.
There are many families in a similar situation, and some are even far
worst. It is TIF’s mission to identify them and to help the children.

TIF actions and initiatives

Key dates in
TIF's history

•

2010 - TIF started the kindergarten in a small one room house located in Chingeltei. It could
manage no more than ten children. TIF also organized a first distribution of clothes to poor
children and families of the area

•

2011 - TIF continued running the small kindergarten and organized a much larger distribution of
clothes at the district school of Chingeltei to approximately 210 poor children

•

2012 - TIF decided to increase its positive impact and built a two-floor large house with a
capacity for 50 children

•

Since 2013 the kindergarten is hosting between 40 and 50 children. It is also in 2013 that TIF
started to cooperate with the school to register the children of 9y and more coming to the
kindergarten.

Fund raising activities
•

In 2010 the founders of TIF ran the first kindergarten with their own funds. It was a pilot project
to test the concept and measure its positive impact and feasibility

•

In 2011 TIF focused on marketing a few foreign companies with offices in Mongolia.
Allen&Overy were the first to start making corporate donations to TIF with renewed
cooperation for many years.

•

In 2013 Linklaters organized the first Red Hero auction of Mongolian photos from Paul Cox in
Hong Kong with the support of the Kee Club and Christie's. Since then Linklaters has continued
to support TIF through different types of cooperations.

•

TIF and Paul Cox organized the Red Hero II & III auctions in respectively 2014 and 2015 still
with the support of the Kee Club and Christie's in Hong Kong

•

The first Mongolia Bike Ride was organized by SG for its regional staff in 2015 – 105 participants
from all over Asia-Pacific joined the event

•

TIF organized a second Mongolia Bike Ride in 2016 with the involvement of regional offices
of Allen&Overy and Linklaters, and free participants

•

In 2017 Linklaters organized a family fun hike in Hong Kong with a raffle, and made a large
corporate donation to TIF at the end of the year

A Trusted Charity
• TIF benefits from the support and
donations of well-known corporations
and organizations
• This is a testimony of the positive impact
TIF has on the disadvantaged children
• It also demonstrates that TIF is properly
run, transparent and has a corporate
governance matching the requirements
of the most demanding donors

The Kindergarten

Location of the Kindergarten

•

The kindergarten is the first and remains the main vector of
TIF's positive impact on disadvantaged children.

•

The purpose of the free kindergarten is to keep the children of
very poor families safe during the day in winter. Their parents,
often single mothers, can go to work without worrying about the
wellbeing of their children. TIF also looks for children in
precarious conditions who live with their grand-parents or with
other members of their family.

•

The first kindergarten opened in 2010, located in the poor
Chingeltei district in the northern suburbs of Ulaanbaatar.
According to the head of this district 33.4% of the families are
extremely poor. Due to its immediate success and the large needs,
TIF founders decided to expand the kindergarten. They built a twofloor house which was completed in 2013. It has a central heating
system, and a capacity to care for 50 children.

•

The kindergarten accepts children from almost all ages from
6 months to teenagers. It employs seven local staff including a
manager, three teachers, a driver, a cook, a guard who also takes
care of the cleaning.

•

The children come early in the morning and leave in the late
afternoon. They have three hot meals a day and the toddlers will
have nap time after lunch.

•

The children enjoy various activities, including some support from
the teachers, games, social activities etc.

Photos of The
Kindergarten

The Back to School
Program

Globally one of the most efficient ways to break the vicious cycle of poverty across generations is through
the education of children.
In the case of Mongolia a very interesting feature is the very well developed primary and secondary school
infrastructure which was implemented by the Soviets until the late 90's.
At the Chingeltei district, which is very poor and mainly made of gers and huts built by hand, the largest and
the most well served building (electricity, running water and district heating) is the school. Its capacity is
large with circa one thousand children from 6 years old until 18 years old.
It became very quickly apparent that another major positive impact for TIF would be to help older children
that dropped-off from school because of the challenges faced by their family to get back into classrooms.
The situation
•

TIF's first priority is to get young children with the most difficult family situation at the kindergarten

•

Often there will be one older children, around 10 years old, either a sibling or a close cousin. His task
would have been to look after the young one(s) during the day, forcing him to drop from school in case
he would still be attending.

How the back to school program works
•

All the children are taken to the kindergarten every day, independently of their age

•

For the children around 10 years and older we use our cooperation with the Chingeltei district school to
register them

•

Until they can get back to school one of the TIF's teachers will help them catching-up on basic academic
requirements

TIF has developed a well trusted cooperation with the Chingeltei district school. Many older children taken
to the kindergarten have been able to go back to school.
The school deeply appreciates TIF's actions and it also regularly helps in identifying families which situation
is deteriorating: teachers are often the best placed to see that a children is negatively affected by what is
going on at home. TIF highly values this two ways cooperation with the school.

The Clothes
Distribution Program

TIF collects clothes by various means:
•

People's donations in Mongolia, who know about TIF and want to provide
their support

•

Clothes brought by participants to the Mongolia Bike Ride

•

Second hand clothes obtained from schools in Hong Kong and sent to
Mongolia by containers

1. Distribution at the Kindergarten
TIF organizes distribution of clothes, toys, and school kits 4-5 times a year,
depending from the donations received, to the children who are attending
the kindergarten and to their family.
2. Large distributions at the Chingeltei school
TIF organizes a more wide ranged distribution of clothes in Chingeltei area in
cooperation with the school. As of today TIF already organized 4 major
distributions of clothes in different districts. In 2010 and 2012, in cooperation with
two local schools, TIF organized distributions of clothes and blankets in its
grounding districts 3 times. We have been able to give warm clothes and blankets
to more than 700 children and their families. And several local TV's made reports
on these distributions. In 2013, in cooperation with Speciality Complex Center of
Youth and Child's Nurture of Mongolia, TIF organized distribution of clothes to
more than 100 children of orphanage located in Bayanzurkh district.

2017 Key
Events

•

January: Mongolian Central Children's Library donated books for
kids.

•

July: Donation from Michael Stanczyk and Munkhjargal
Ariunjargal (flour and meat).

•

October: The online sale of Paul Cox Red Hero Collection. Three
pictures were sold for a donation of 3,000 USD.

•

November: Linklaters organized a family hiking in Lantau island,
Hong Kong with its approximately 30 Hong Kong based staff
followed by a raffle which raised more than 5,000 USD.

•

December: The total number of children supported by TIF
reached up to 40, the number of children who went to school
was 19.

•

New year gifts for the children from Chingiltei District's Land
Department.

•

TIF received donation of 30.000 USD from Linklaters.

TIF's annual budget is currently 50,000 USD.
Traditional fund raising activities include the following:
• Personal donations: mainly from people close to the founders, for a relatively small
amount

Fund Raising
Activity

• Corporate donations: for example Linklaters organized a fund raising with its staff
and made a large donation
• TIF memberships with a small and recurrent monthly donation
TIF also creates unique fund raising events based on a win-win concept between the
charity and the donors. This would be achieved by bringing to donors something that
would be available nowhere else, and that would be genuinely interesting. It is with this
spirit that TIF implemented the following two events:
• The Mongolia Bike Ride weekend: in 2015 and 2016 TIF developed an innovative
fund raising event by organizing a three days weekend in Mongolia to ride mountain
bikes in the Terelj Natural Park. The participants commit to raising donations which
will go to TIF. Both events were hugely successful. Unfortunately the Mongolia Bike
Ride could not take place in 2017 as TIF started the marketing too late and too few
participants had registered to make the event palatable.
• The Red Hero Collection: online sale of Paul Cox photos of Mongolia. Each photo
sold generates 1,000 USD of donations thanks to Paul's generosity.

The Mongolia Bike Ride
•

The first Mongolia Bike Ride was organized in September 2015 with and for
Societe Generale. More than 100 staff coming from all offices of SG in AsiaPacific came to Mongolia to ride for two days.

•

As a charity event every participant raised funds for TIF and the other charities
supported by SG in Asia

•

The success of the event was incredible. A lot of donations were raised, and
the participants enjoyed greatly the rides, the stay in traditional camps, the
food and the scenery in the natural park. For almost all of them it was there
first time visiting the country.

•

For SG it ticked all the right boxes: supporting charities, engaging staff in CSR
events and promoting team spirit across the APAC offices

•

TIF organized another Mongolia Bike Ride in June 2016 with the corporate
participation of Allen&Overy and Linklaters offices in Asia. As in 2015 the event
was a great success and the participants had an amazing time.

•

For both events TIF organized a visit to the kindergarten to discover the place
and meet some of the children. All participants loved the experience, being in
the place where their donations would be used, and spending very touching
moments with the children that had prepared a little show of
Mongolian dances and songs to thank them.

The Mongolia Bike Ride in pictures

The Red Hero Collection
•

The Red Hero is a fund raising concept based on the support of the Hong Kong
based photographer Paul Cox.

•

Paul developed a passion for Mongolia and for its people and he decided to give back to
them by raising funds for TIF.

•

Paul Cox regularly travels to Mongolia and commits to make donations to TIF for each
Mongolian photo sold.

•

In Exchange TIF assists Paul for the organization of his trips to Mongolia, to bring him to
new places and to introduce him to people and families, both in Ulaanbaatar and in the
countryside.

•

The Red Hero name comes from the English translation of the name of the capital city
Ulaanbaatar.

•

In 2013 Linklaters organized with the support of the Kee Club and Christies' in Hong Kong
the first Red Hero auction of Paul's Mongolian pictures. The event was very successful.

•

TIF and Paul made further two Red Hero auctions sales with the support of the Kee Club
and Christies' in 2014 and in 2015.

•

Since then the Mongolian pictures of Paul are available online on his website through the
Red Hero Collection. For each order Paul will print the photo at a dedicated specialized
shop and send the prints to the buyer by speed post, anywhere in the world.

•

Each photo is signed by the artist and will be printed no more than 8 times, giving them a
collector status.
http://c8x-photography.com/projects/the-red-hero-collection/

TIF has launched a new monthly donation program. Similarly to such
programs run by very large charities the concept is to incentive donors
to give a small amount on a monthly basis.

The Monthly
Donation
Program

This program is especially well suited for TIF as it matches the profile
of the expenses (mainly salaries, food supplies and utility bills which
are paid on a monthly basis).
TIF has chosen the PayPal platform as it is flexible and quite cost
effective. It is also simple for donors to register. PayPal mitigates two
main hurdles which are (i) having to fill-up a form to send to the bank
to set-up the monthly transfer instruction and (ii) having to pay
international transfer fees for any donor who doesn’t have an account
in HK.
PayPal is charging around 4-5% charge and doesn't operate in all
countries but its global reach and effectivness make this attractive.
TIF has selected three options which are to give 100, 200 or 300 HKD
per month.

2017 TIF Donations
• Linklaters: 31,400 USD
• Individuals donations: 8,400 USD
• Red Hero Collection: 3,100 USD

2017 TIF Expenses

Financial
Information
2017 Assets and Liabilities
• TIF doesn't have any asset except 15,625 USD cash at
hand as of 31st December 2017
• TIF doesn't have any liabilities

Key TIF Members in Mongolia
Barkhas Alimaa
•

Barkhas is a full time employee of TIF living in Ulaanbaatar

•

He is acting as General Manager of TIF

•

He also plays an instrumental role in preparing and managing
the Mongolia Bike Ride before, during and after the event

Chimgee Shagdarjav
•

Chimgee is a volunteer living in Ulaanbaatar, and she is the
mother of Tsolmon and Altangalbaa

•

She plays a very important role in managing the relationship
between TIF and the local authorities. She notably overseas
licenses, permits and taxes obligations.

•

She also leads the communication and cooperation with the
Chingeltei district school

Our Board of
Directors
Co-Founder and President: Tsolmon Chimgee, born in 1979 in
Mongolia, she is married to Marc-Henry Lebrun since 2001. She is a
mother of three and currently leaves in Hong Kong. She partly grew
in the Chingeltei district and knows by experience how hard the
living conditions of some children are. She always wanted to help
these children and decided to create TIF in 2010. She manages the
day-to-day operation of TIF from Hong Kong.

Tsolmon Chimgee & Marc-Henry Lebrun

Secretary: Altangalbaa Batsuuri, born in 1989 in Mongolia, she is
the youngest sister of Tsolmon who raised her since she was 10
years old. She attended high school in France and in Hong Kong and
recently graduated in Mongolia with honors as a translator. She
spends her time between Ulaanbaatar and Hong Kong and
mostly dedicates herself to TIF.
Co-Founder and Treasurer: Marc-Henry Lebrun, born in 1975 in
France and raised in France. He currently works in Hong Kong and
manages the administrative and accounting obligations of TIF. He is
also managing the fund raising events and media coverage for TIF.

Altangalbaa Batsuuri

Tsolmon Chimgee
Marc-Henry Lebrun

Contacts

House A22, Marina Cove, Sai Kung, N.T.
+852 51277151
Charity-ireedui@hotmail.com

www.tifcharity.org

